
Fragger scores 
SeqID: Fraction of identical amino acids to the query sequence. 
SeqSim: Avg. substitution score to the target sequence as estimated by any substitution matrix              
available in OST, e.g. BLOSUM62. 
TorsionProbability: Avg. probabilities of φ/ψ backbone dihedral angles in the structural           
database given the input sequence. The probability distribution to score one particular location             
in the structural database is selected based on the identity of the central residue and the identity                 
of the two flanking residues. Instead of generating probability distributions for all possible             
combinations of amino acid triplets, the amino acids can be grouped arbitrarily. The default              
grouping scheme follows Solis & Rachovsky [1]. Default distributions are available to the user              
but custom distributions can be generated with custom grouping schemes and training data. 
SSAgreement: Avg. secondary structure agreement score given a PSIPRED [2] prediction and            
the observed secondary structure in the structural database as estimated by DSSP [2,3]. The              
used formalism is probabilistic [4]: 
 

(d, , ) og  S p c = l ( p(d,p,c)
p(d)p(p,c))   

 
where d is the secondary structure assignment by DSSP, p the secondary structure prediction              
of the target sequence from PSIPRED and c the according PSIPRED confidence value. The              
underlying probability distributions have been generated based on a non-redundant set of            
experimentally determined protein structures. 
SeqProfile: Avg. L1 distance of profile columns in a target sequence profile and the sequence               
profiles present in the structural database. The same formalism is used in the Rosetta fragment               
picking protocol [5]: 
 

(p, ) p(i) (i)|S q = ∑
20

i=1
| − q  

 
where p(i) represent the probabilities of the 20 proteinogenic amino acids in the target sequence               
profile and q(i) the same in the sequence profile stored in the structural database. An alternative                
formalism as it is in use in HHsearch would be [4]: 
 

(p, ) og  S q = l (∑
20

i=1
f (i)

p(i)q(i))  

 
where f additionally represents a reference distribution. This is computationally more expensive            
but did not improve performance in fragment detection (data not shown). 
StructProfile: Same as SeqProfile but the target profile is compared to the structural profiles in               
the structural database. 

https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/HPsi
https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/bHNf
https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/bHNf+Dx9D
https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/HYRV
https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/MB0x
https://paperpile.com/c/yNfHpE/HYRV
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